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AGM calling notice
Guildford & District Group of Advanced Motorists

AGM Notice
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN by order of the Group Committee that the
rd
43 Annual General Meeting of the Guildford & District Group of Advanced Motorists
will be held at Ripley Village Hall GU23 6AF on Saturday 29th September 2018
at midday to enable the Trustees of the Group (Registered Charity
No. 1051069) to present their Annual Report and Accounts for the year
ended 31 March 2018 for approval by the Group Full Members
and to conduct an election.
All Group Full Members, Associates and Friends are invited to attend but only Group Full Members
may vote. A Member entitled to vote at the General Meeting may appoint a proxy to vote in his
stead. A proxy need not be a Group Full Member.
Nominations are invited from Group Full Members to stand for committee. The Nominee must be
willing to stand for the Committee and sign the Nomination. By signing the Nomination the Nominee
is affirming his/her ability and intention, if elected, to attend committee meetings regularly.
NOTES:
You may not stand for the Committee if the law debars you from being a Charity Trustee. Only
Group Full Members may nominate Committee Members or be nominated as Committee Members.
The Nomination must be sent to the Group Secretary at least seven days before the date of the
AGM.
All Officers and one third of all other Committee Members must retire annually by rotation and may
offer themselves for re-election by Group Full Members. Those elected become Charity Trustees
of the Group.
Members who wish to have matters discussed at the AGM are asked to send prior notification of
their proposals to the Group Secretary at paulw2000@outlook.com.
Before the AGM we will have a presentation from Ryan Francis, a serving Police Officer and IAM
Examiner, who will share some of his experiences as a Police driver and discuss some of the issues
he sees when IAM Associates are presented for test. Ryan has been to an Observer meeting in the
past and was praised for his entertaining presentation and exceptional driving knowledge.
We will also be holding a free raffle for attending GAM members to win an IAM Skills Day entry
ticket for 2019. Only current GAM members present at the meeting will be eligible for this very
worthwhile prize.
AGM timetable:
09:00 hrs - The hall at Ripley will open at 09:00 with tea/coffee available, and a chance for members
to discuss motoring matters with fellow members and your Group committee.
10:00 hrs – Presentations and meeting Ryan Francis.
12:00 hrs (midday) - the formal AGM starts.
For Guildford Advanced Motorists
Paul Whitehead - Secretary

Annual accounts – Guildford & District Group of Advanced Motorists
Attendees at the AGM will receive the approved accounts, and have the opportunity to ask questions.
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Chairman Ranshaw’s message (August 2018)
Firstly, I would like to welcome all our new members from Portsmouth Advanced
Motorists (PAM). A few weeks ago we held a PAM/GAM meeting in Emsworth with
IAM RoadSmart to debate the future of the PAM group. The outcome was that the
current PAM organisation would cease to exist and that GAM would continue the
operation with any observers who wished to continue. Three observers offered their
services and they have offered to take on new associates immediately.
The long term intention is to restart the operation in the Portsmouth area and
ultimately to re-establish an autonomous operation. In the meantime the Guildford
group will do everything they can to help members and associates to develop as
before. We will try and hold the monthly meetings again and will inform everyone
when and where they will be held. I realise that this is not what all PAM members
and associates would have wanted, but it was the wish of IAM
RoadSmart. Southampton and Central Southern Groups stand with GAM to help
manage the challenge and I personally thank Terry and Tony for their support.
Moving on, what can I say about the summer we have just had?! Memories of
the long hot summer of ’76 (If you can remember back that far). No hosepipe bans
as yet in the South East but a fair amount of melting tarmac and scorched grassland
surrounds us. Driving has been amazing when the weather is so good – I do hope
you have all had a chance to get out and enjoy it?
GAM has, as always, been very busy – it never stops. We continue to have a
high demand for our services from our region which now extends from South London
down to the coast in Portsmouth as noted in my introduction.
The AGM is approaching on 29th September and we are always keen to
strengthen and refresh the committee! If you have any desire to come and help us,
you would be more than welcome. We are looking for a Vice Chair to work with us –
please get in touch if you are interested? We have a fun and relaxed committee –
always busy, very effective and greatly respected by IAM Roadsmart.
Our AGM will have an interesting presentation from IAM Roadsmart examiner
Ryan Francis, and we’re delighted to offer an incentive to GAM members (If you
needed one?!), to come along to the AGM this year. We will raffle a number of track
skills day vouchers for Spring 2019. These are brilliant days at the Thruxton circuit
with an instructor sat next to you helping you around the track. You can bring any
roadworthy car, it does not have to be a Caterham or a Bugatti. A small Fiesta can be
so much fun to drive when you do not have a centre line! You will learn lots about
yourself and your car.
Finally on a personal note, our Italian job back in June was carried out in a rental
Audi A6 Avant after my BMW Tourer was reshaped by a transit van – 4000 mile round
trip. Epic experiences. Mad driving styles. Most fun. More stuff to follow soon.
Happy and safe motoring to you all.
Graham.

Graham Chairman
August 2018
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David McCarthy remembered
All of our Observers were saddened to hear of the death of David
McCarthy, one of our long standing and admired National Observers.
Several GAM Observers attended David’s memorial service held on
22nd June at Christ the Prince of Peace church in Weybridge. We
learned that as well as being an accomplished lawyer he was a keen
sportsman (in his younger days) and a fly fisherman who organised
annual trips for close friends to Scotland.
David became an Observer at about the same as me and we at once
struck up a friendship. David had a wry sense of humour and was
always aiming to “pull my leg” as I tried to reciprocate. We shared a
common interest in Italian sports cars, both having one model in
common, though David had a small collection.
We shall all miss David and send our best wishes to his wife Judy and
his family.

John Holcroft (GAM)
Editorial matters

Welcome to the latest edition of our GAM Newsletter.
In this edition we have tried to combine important GAM reports and association information,
articles of interest and guidance generated by IAM RoadSmart.
This edition will be issued as a pdf and hard copy e-Newsletter. When you receive the eversion, please try printing it if you want to. In your pdf print dialogue box, you should see options
to print it as an A5 booklet, or A4 double/single sided.
Remember that we want to hear from you….. Letters, comments and articles should be sent
to marketing@guildford-iam.org.uk .
Do you have a friend or relative who would benefit from our advice and guidance?
How about a better driving course as a birthday present for a partner or family member?
If so, please put them in contact with us, associates@guildford-iam.org.uk - 07706 930 315.
Editor’s small print
Please note that the views and comments herein are published without prejudice, being those of the writers and not
necessarily those of the Guildford and District Group of Advanced Motorists or the IAM.
Disclaimer: Driving is never a black and white activity, but full of grey areas, therefore neither GAM or IAM are liable
for any consequences you may experience as a result of reading our advice. You are the driver. You should be in control
of your vehicle at all times.
The GAM Newsletter is printed by Cherril Print Ltd., South Croydon.
Data Protection Act. Members and Associates are reminded that names, addresses, telephone numbers and membership
details are stored on computer files to assist with the management of the group and the distribution of Guildford Group
correspondence.
We do not pass your details on to anyone else.

Gordon Farquharson (Editor).
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A great picture from the Daily Telegraph. The use of a
‘bucket seat’ to enhance safety. Norfolk police tweeted a
picture of this car they stopped. Its driver was on a bucket
for a seat, and using mole grips on the steering column to
steer with!

GAM Member and Observer Mike Hughes did some research on cycling and
the law
Cycling UK have some extensive information on their website https://www.cyclinguk.org/article/whats-legal-and-whats-not-your-bike

Cyclists are allowed to cycle two abreast!
Mike Hughes did some research for us.
Rule 66 states you should never cycle more than two abreast, and ride in single file on narrow or
busy roads.
(http://www.direct.gov.uk/en/TravelAndTransport/Highwaycode/DG_069837 )
This means cycles are perfectly legal to cycle side by side on most roads in the UK. Obviously some
common sense needs to be used to work out if and when cyclists need to single out to let cars
overtake but on the majority of UK roads cycling 2 abreast is allowed. Usually a group of cyclists
will shout forward that a car is waiting ("Car Up") and if the road is too narrow for the car to pass
the group safely while they are two abreast they will single out. However, if there is enough room
but there are oncoming cars preventing the overtake the group will probably not single out.
Why do motorists get annoyed by cyclists two abreast?
There are many reasons why motorists tend to get annoyed so here are a few that I know of:
They think it's harder to overtake
•
They think it's illegal
•
They think it's dangerous in general
•
They think it means cyclists are not paying attention to the road
So why do cyclists cycle two abreast?
There are many reasons why cyclists choose to cycle two abreast so I'll give you the reasons that I
know of.
It's Safer!
Simply put, it's safer for cyclists to ride two abreast, it means that motorists usually have to overtake
in a proper manner rather than overtaking in the same lane as the cyclists. If a group of cyclists are
in single file, motorists will often assume they can overtake in places which are not safe and will not
leave the cyclist enough room. Motorists should give cyclists the same amount of room they would
give another car when overtaking (please see the Overtaking Cyclists page for more details) which
means they should be on the other side of the road and would have to wait until there are no
oncoming cars. Being in two files usually forces this scenario but riding in single file can lead the
motorist to think they can overtake on the same side of the road if there are oncoming cars thus
not giving the cyclist the correct amount of space.
•
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It allows motorists to overtake more quickly !?
Riding two abreast also allows the motorist to overtake the group of cyclists quicker as there is less
distance between the front and rear of the group (about half!!). This means that the motorist is
past the group in less time, spending less time on the other side of the road and along side the
group of cyclists and therefore safer all round.
For those that cannot understand this, here is an illustration:

So presuming that the car needs to give the cyclists the same space as another car (again see
Overtaking page), there being one or two lines shouldn't matter in terms of distance needed to pull
out to the right but two lines decreases the distance for which the car is performing the
overtaking manoeuvre and therefore the time which to complete it making it safer all round.
It's sociable!
Cyclists out for a long ride will have a much more enjoyable ride if they have someone to talk to,
and enjoying the ride is the main point of the ride for most. Most cyclists prefer to have someone
to chat with but this does not mean that they are not riding safely, most car drivers will talk to their
passengers and this is not regarded as unsafe driving!
Thanks –

Mike Hughes (GAM)

Clive Heavens reports on his ‘Skills Day’ at Thruxton

Impressions from a first time at an IAM RoadSmart Skills Day

Editor’s note: Thruxton near Andover is a motor-racing circuit located near the village of Thruxton in
Hampshire. Along with Brands Hatch it is one of the closest circuits to us. It is often referred to as the “Fastest
Circuit in the UK”. Drivers can reach speeds in excess of 185 mph and has earned the reputation of being a
true driver’s track. To illustrate this, Damon Hill holds the outright track record with an average speed of 147
mph in his Williams F1 car back in 1993.
A bit of WW2 history: The site was originally constructed in 1942 as RAF Thruxton, a World War II airfield
which was home to both the RAF and USAAF and was used for troop-carrying aircraft and gliders, including
operations during the D-Day landings. Also, the paratroopers who took part in the successful Bruneval Raid
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(Operation Biting), in which German radar equipment was seized on the coast of France, took off from here.
The circuit, which follows the line of the airfield's perimeter road, was established in 1968.

“Is the back end going to slide”: this thought was
constantly running through my mind as I drove round
the race track at Thruxton, Hampshire, at increasing
speed with each session.
In the past I have not had the time to book
the Skills Day run by the IAM, but this year was
different, so I booked on the day that bookings
opened and duly drove down the A303 on 1st May
2018. The signage was not that clear as to where to
park and check in once I had entered the main gate,
but eventually I was guided to the right portacabin and found the familiar face of Stuart Haythorn
as the registrar. I then found a few other GAM members, who were acting as instructors. The first
part of the half-day is the safety brief, which is compulsory. The IAM deliberately call it a Skills Day
rather than a Track Day because the aim is to teach you accuracy and smoothness of steering
through the bends; your speed is limited to 90 mph. Participants are paired up with one instructor
(and no passengers allowed), who takes each participant in their own car on the track for a session
lasting five minutes at a time; this equates to four to six laps depending on the speed you travel
and the time when the instructor starts his stopwatch! The two participants keep alternating
sessions during the half-day.
Because the track has no trees or other paraphernalia found at road sides, spotting the entry, apex
and exit of bends is difficult for someone who has never driven on this track before, so cones are
placed to help track newcomers. I took my BMW 435i Luxury with 8-speed Automatic transmission
with selectable modes (and no paddles); my first session I very much expected the car’s rear end
to slide, despite going at 50-55 mph round the track. The car was set to Sport mode, so best
throttle response and stiffest suspension. My line and stability were poor during that first session.
While my “pair” was driving, I talked to several other participants and was surprised how far
they had travelled to attend (e.g. Devon and Nottinghamshire, the latter lady staying two nights in
a hotel). I expected most cars to be sports cars, which they were, although there was one estate
car and a couple of others that were more family cars.
My second session was better with line and stability and a little bit faster. My third session I drove
the first lap in Eco mode (poorest throttle response and softest suspension): I expected the car to
roll through the bends but, given the high speeds compared to roads, it was even more pronounced
than I expected; balancing the throttle was impossible because of its poor response. The second
lap was driven in the car’s default Comfort mode (middle setting of both) and steering and balancing
the throttle were better than in Eco mode but still poor compared to Sport mode. If I had driven
more laps in these two modes, I would have improved my steering and throttle balancing in them,
but driving the laps was a lot less fun; so, after those two laps, it was Sport mode again all the way!
By the time of my final session, I had improved my positioning and balanced throttle through
the bends to satisfy (I hesitate to use the word “impress”) my instructor and I was surprised (and
gratified) to find that I was averaging 80 mph around the track.
What did I learn (apart from the obvious that positioning the car with respect to the three points
mentioned above was very important if you wanted to take the bends both safely (stability) and at
speed)? Firstly, that accurately balancing the car’s throttle through the bends was not as easy as I
had expected and was sometimes (to me) counter-intuitive. It took courage to gently accelerate
while the thought in the opening sentence was running through my head for all but the last session.
Secondly, that the braking performance in both a straight line and on weave with ABS worked better
than I have experienced before (it helps that the track has better grip than most roads, though).
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Finally, I learnt most about the feel of the car under differing situations, which is difficult to express
in words.
When describing my experience to a non-member of the IAM, they opined that it may have
been fun but useless because our roads would never allow you to travel at that speed. While they
may not, the principles of smooth and accurate steering (and how little you need to move the
steering wheel if you get it right) apply to all bends on our roads at legal speeds, and so does the
need for accurately balancing the throttle for the stability that gives ride comfort to passengers.
One gripe? It is marketed as a Skills Day when, for the participant (but not the instructors), it is
only a half day, and this made it feel less good value for money.
Would I go again? Yes (next course in November), and this time I would use the manual
selector to assess the impact of changing gear at various points around the track (you cannot use
kick-down to change gear while balancing the throttle). The drive back up the A303 was challenging
because sticking to 70 mph felt dreadfully slow when you had just been driving at 90 mph: how
boring!
And no, it never did.
Clive Heavens (GAM member & National Observer)

Andrew Griffiths has breakfast at Goodwood - Sunday 3rd June, 2018
I was heading with my car-mad 8 year old Son to
Goodwood Motor Circuit for one of their Breakfast
Club meets. As we made our way through the
glorious Surrey countryside any illusions of a relaxed
Sunday morning were shattered as the last of eight
Aston Martins flew past us on the A3. Five of these
events run throughout the summer with a variety of
themes such as Britain vs USA, Japanese Sunday, Hot
Hatches or Soft Top Sunday to ensure all tastes are
catered for. They are free and open to all but you do
need to apply for a ticket online. This one featured
Supercars as its theme and is one of the more

popular.
Frequent checks in the rear view mirror revealed the surreal sight of a line of Lamborghinis,
Porsches and Bentleys following on the final few miles to the historic circuit. On arrival I was glad I
had heeded the advice of a work colleague to set off early – 06:15 hrs to be exact – as the car park
was already filling up fast.
We headed straight for the pit lane and paddock which were packed with exotic cars of every
conceivable colour from the subtle to the outrageous.
By arriving early you get to see (and hear) the cars
arrive and it also allows for better access to the
vehicles for photographs or to talk to owners. The
Ferrari F40 made an awesome sound just stationary!
An impressive array of models and manufacturers
from classic TVRs, Lotus and Corvettes to modern
Aerial Atoms and hybrid BMW i-8s rubbed shoulders
with every type of Porsche, Ferrari, McLaren and
Lamborghini. We also spied half a dozen examples of
the DeLorean DMC-12 – star of the Back to the Future
films. Often the older and newer versions of the same
car were parked next to each other so that the evolution of the design could clearly be seen.
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Local Car enthusiast and businessman Andy Bruce caused the biggest stir when he turned
up in his £2 million pound McLaren F1 GTR in Team Lark race livery which had been driven by
Hattori and Ralf Schumacher in the Japanese Grand Touring Championship in 1996.
As the name of the event suggests, food is
also a key ingredient and there is plenty of choice
from a bacon roll and a coffee to a full English.
We climbed up to a balcony overlooking the
pits to see the stunning sight of a line of cars
stretching as far as the eye could see in either
direction with more arriving all the time. The superb
weather added to the atmosphere and as the crowd
swelled in number you had to remind yourself it was
still not yet 9am on a Sunday morning! Apart from
admiring the cars it was also interesting to see the
aerodrome and skid pan in action – in fact the last time I was at Goodwood was in 2009 for a skid
pan session organised through Guildford IAM – although now it is high spec BMWs which spin
around instead of the battered old Ford Sierra and BMW 3 Series used then.
The plan was always to arrive early, leave early and as we set off for home around 0930 we
passed several miles of vehicles still queuing to get in. I would definitely recommend this well
organised event or one of the other Breakfast Club meets but just ensure you arrive early.

Andrew Griffiths

From IAM RoadSmart (HQ)
Joined up thinking
Joined up thinking needed to return UK to global
road safety leadership says IAM RoadSmart. The EU
looks set to fail on reaching its targets to halve the
numbers of those killed in road crashes by the end
of the decade, with the UK one of several countries
currently making no major progress into cutting the
numbers of people killed on our roads, IAM
RoadSmart has discovered.
In its report this week ‘Ranking EU Progress
on Road Safety’ the ETSC (European Transport
Safety Council: reference 1) noted there has only
been a 2% decrease in the numbers of those killed
in road crashes in the EU in 2017, and only two countries look set to meet the targets set by the
end of the decade (Greece and Estonia).
Although progress has flattened in the past four years, the report credits the fact there were
6,350 fewer deaths in 2017 compared to 2010 in EU countries, and a huge 54% drop in fatalities
since 2001. Norway and Sweden are the safest countries for road users in Europe. Some 25,250
people lost their lives on EU roads in 2017, representing a 2% reduction on the 2016 figure. This
number has fallen by only 3% in the last four years.
The ETSC has recommended to member states a number of proposals to ensure countries
make forward progress, including an integrated road transport policy involving road planners and
users, and funding at national and local levels. Across EU countries, Estonia leads with a 32%
reduction in the number of road deaths between 2016 and 2017. It’s followed by Luxembourg with
a 22% decrease, Norway with 21% and Slovenia with 20%.
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The report said: “The UK, Sweden and the Netherlands have achieved the slowest progress
in further reducing road deaths since 2010.” The UK has gone from 1,905 killed on roads in 2010
to 1,854 in 2014 to an estimated 1,783 in 2017 – a fall of 6.4%.
Since 2015 Estonia has been advocating and promoting ‘Vision Zero’ and shared responsibility
among stakeholders. Local authorities are increasingly involved in road safety management. A
combination of road safety measures, including traffic law enforcement, high-risk site treatment,
road network safety analysis and public safety campaigns are at the core of Estonia’s recent road
safety policy.
Norway (not in the EU) has achieved an astounding 49% decrease in road fatalities between
2010 and 2017. In Norway investment in safe infrastructure including construction of new four lane
motorways and installing median barriers on new and existing roads with high traffic volume have
all contributed to the positive results. To address the over-representation of young drivers in road
collisions, the driver education and training system was improved and a speed campaign targeting
young male drivers was launched. The number of young road user deaths (16 to 24 years old) went
down by 73%, from 49 in 2010 to 13 in 2017.
The ETSC report has prompted IAM RoadSmart to warn that past progress could be undone
and to call once again for road safety targets, and a partnership approach to drive home the safety
message to a new generation of road users who are hooked on smartphones and social media.
Another major report published this week on the UK’s capacity to deliver safer roads confirms this
approach is needed (reference 2).
Neil Greig, IAM RoadSmart director of policy and research, said: “We know what works when
it comes to making inroads into road fatalities, but more consistent funding and priority for road
safety is needed to deliver it.
“The Safe System is firmly established in the UK but it does need to be backed up by road
safety targets. The government’s own capacity review found that the lack of targets has led to the
perception that road safety is not as high a priority as it could be. There is little comfort in being
stuck in third place with limited prospects of going top of the league without a fundamental shift in
approach and investment levels to eradicate personal loss and suffering on our roads.”
References:
Reference 1: The ETSC report has based the UK 2017 estimate on GB provisional total for the year ending
September 2017 (1,720 deaths) and the final data for Northern Ireland for the calendar year 2017 (63 deaths).
Reference 2: Report on road safety management capacity https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/roadsafety-management-capacity-review

Damage to electrical wiring
I recently had expensive electrical problems with my car and the
garage found that something had been chewing the wiring. The
mechanic said they often see that nowadays, and it’s because the
wiring is poor
quality. Is this
right, and how can
I stop it happening
again?
It’s
certainly
a
problem, and not
just out in the
country - although
rural garages do
see more rodent
damage. The insulation on wires used to be made
from plastic products, derived from petroleum
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and not appetising to animals. However, car makers are under great pressure to reduce the
environmental impact of their vehicles, including when they are ultimately disposed of. Everlasting
plastic is a serious problem for recycling, so the insulation on modern vehicles is biodegradable.
This means it’s made from a mixture of natural ingredients such as soya, rice, peanuts and so on.
Great for recycling, but it turns out that it can be a tempting snack for any passing rodent, especially
if they are taking advantage of the warm, snug engine bay as an overnight shelter. The damage
can be extremely expensive to put right. Tracing all the broken connections, and getting to the
components affected to replace the damaged loom can be very time consuming and racks up large
labour charges.
There are various deterrents, but none that seem 100% guaranteed to work for every cable
chewing critter. An ultrasonic box, powered by the car’s battery, will set you back about £15 - £20
and can be fitted very easily. The high pitched noise is too high for us to hear, but annoys rats and
mice so they go elsewhere. Some have randomly flashing LED lights as well which apparently annoys
them even more. If your car is left for long periods and a flat battery is a concern, there are some
powered by their own AA batteries. If your car’s in a garage, leaving the bonnet up is a good idea
since they like somewhere warm and dark to snuggle and snack.
Lots of sprays are available for around £7 - £15 which make the car smell unappealing with
a cocktail of natural ingredients. Most products seem to have a heavy dose of peppermint and are
poison free, so harmless to people and pets. An alternative recommended on many web sites is
Irish Spring soap. It has a powerful deodorant-type smell and many victims of vermin swear by
taping little blocks of it around the engine bay, but keep them well away from any heat sources.
Old fashioned mouse traps are an option, but they don’t have a deterrent effect; they simply
catch some of the pests before they do any damage. It’s hard to say what works for certain, because
you just have to wait and see if the symptoms of rodent attack stop.
One essential is to make sure you’re not tempting them into the vicinity of your car. Bread
or seed thrown out for birds is a tasty starter for them. There’s no evidence either way that cat
owners are less prone to attack, but cat or dog food left outside is absolute manna for rats. Keep
the parking area clean and they’ll be more inclined to keep away.
So, watch out for tell-tale signs: droppings near the car, chewed engine covers or sound
insulation are early warnings that wire hungry rodents are on the loose. Act quickly to put them off,
or an ailing car and a big bill may be the result.

By Tim Shallcross, IAM RoadSmart’s head of technical policy and advice

Don’t let the sun’s glare keep you off the road
It’s been two weeks and there’s still no sign of the sun leaving the UK anytime soon (fingers
crossed!). We’ve got our summer clothes out and are ready to take those weekend road trips to the
beach, however the glaring sun is taking no prisoners. Being dazzled by the sun can be a major
distraction and is often a factor in summer collisions.
Even though we have many tools that aid in protecting us from the glare, we often forget to use
them. This week’s tips give advice on how to stay safe on the road with the glare of the sun on
rampage, from IAM RoadSmart’s head of driving and riding standards Richard Gladman.
•

Keep your windscreen clean both inside and out; a dirty screen will magnify the glare.
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•

•
•
•
•
•

On the outside check for chips or cracks, replace worn wiper blades and make sure your
washer bottle is kept well topped up with good quality screen wash to help remove those
summer bugs.
Keep a cloth or chamois to wipe away the dirt that builds up on the inside
Use your sun visor. It may sound pretty obvious but a surprising number of people forget.
Invest in polarised sunglasses and remember to take a rest. Your eyes will strain quickly if
you are squinting. Read our sunglasses tips for more information.
If you are dazzled by the sun, slow down and leave extra space between yourself and the
driver ahead. This will give you more time to regain full control and assess the situation.
Remember that when the sun is low behind you, you might be able to see just fine, but
oncoming drivers might not see you.

Richard said: “It’s easy to get distracted when the sun is out and the world seems a better place.
By keeping the screen clean and your view shaded where possible, you will give yourself the best
chance of staying safe. If you are wearing sunglasses, bear in mind that the protection they offer
will be magnified by any tinted windows and remember to keep them clean – it’s amazing how
distorting a sun cream fog can be. Be ready to take them off in tunnels or shaded areas but keep
them close to hand.”

Sunglasses, a shady business
The sky’s blue, sun is shining and the snow, fog and rain are a distant memory. It’s time to get the top
down, the shades on and celebrate the great British summer with some open-air motoring. But hold
on a minute - those shades might make you look cooler than an ice box, but are they OK for driving?
Are sunglasses a boon or burden for the safe driver?
Tim Shallcross, IAM RoadSmart’s head of technical policy and advice, has put together a set of tips for
Sunglasses Day (today – 27 June) outlining key information that you should be aware of.

Do you know about the EU standards for sunglasses?
As a matter of fact, there is an EU standard for sunglasses, ensuring the frames are reasonably
strong and sweat resistant and the lenses are shatterproof, scratch resistant and give good
protection against harmful ultra-violet light.
Any which show the CE mark (and any sold in the EU should have it) should come up to the
standards, but they are also graded into five categories - 0 to 4 - to show how dark the tint is, or
more specifically, how much visible light they let through.
What categories of sunglasses are there?
Category 0 specs allow 80% to 100% of visible light through and are fine for driving at any time.
Categories 1, 2 and 3 are progressively darker tints, shielding against brighter levels of sunshine,
and while they are all fine for daylight driving, none of them should be worn if you’re driving at
night. The darkest is category 4, which lets just 3% to 8% of the light through. These are very dark,
like ski goggles. They are so dark that they should not be used for driving at any time, and category
4 sunglasses must be labelled as unsuitable for driving.
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Where can I find this information?
Seems simple enough. Sunglasses on sale in shops such as chemists or opticians do have the label
and are marked with the category - normally on the arm. However, online shoppers beware; a look
through several shopping websites revealed that very few sellers display the tint category or any
symbol, so you have no way of telling whether the glasses are suitable for driving until they arrive.
A few are advertised as category 4 and suggested as being good for cyclists, although the official
standard states they are “not suitable for driving and road use”, and common sense would say that
if they’re too dark for driving, they’re too dark for cycling.
Photochromic glasses aren’t marked but they should be fine for most cars because they respond to
ultraviolet light to darken. Car windows block UV light, so the glasses will stay more or less clear.
Watch out if you drive a convertible though, because once the roof’s down the glasses will darken,
but at their darkest they still allow about 20% of light through, putting them around category 2 or
3. Just be aware that they will stay dark for quite a while if you drive into a tunnel or underpass or
a long stretch of shadows.
So, while the sun stays shining, check the tint number before you drive and make sure your shades
keep you safe as well as cool.

Putting a brake on pollution
It’s a sad fact of life that solving one problem almost invariably causes another. The widespread
use of diesel engines in cars has helped to reduce transport carbon dioxide emissions to combat
climate change. An unwelcome side effect has been the increase in urban pollution from diesel
exhausts.
One ingredient in this pollution is tiny soot particles, referred to as particulate matter. They are so
small, less than 2.5 microns in diameter, they can penetrate cells in the lungs and trigger cancer.
Any particle that small can do the same; it’s the size that makes them a health hazard, not what
they’re made of. It’s a serious concern because roughly three times as many people die prematurely
from particulate related illnesses than die in crashes on the roads.
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Diesel particulate filters are now fitted as standard to all diesel vehicles to remove the soot from the
exhaust before it enters the air, and these are gradually starting to have a beneficial effect.
However, there have always been other sources of particulate matter, notably brake dust. Cars,
trucks and buses used to have drum brakes which kept most of the dust inside the drums, but were
prone to overheating under repeated use, leading to brake fade.
Disc brakes came along from the 1960s onwards and are now almost universally fitted, with great
resistance to brake fade. The brake assemblies are largely open to the air and stay much cooler,
but nothing now contains the dust as the brake pads wear away; it all gets into the atmosphere,
apart from that which coats your wheels.
If you have ever wiped this black powder from your wheels with a finger, you’ll have felt the
impalpable nature of this dust; the particles are about the same size as exhaust particulates and
can do exactly the same harm. As soot levels fall, the proportion of brake dust as a pollutant rises
and the government is already looking at ways of controlling brake dust.
Technology will be part of the answer; regenerative braking slows the car down by making the
wheels charge a battery. As well as being good for energy efficiency, this is pollution free braking.
Manufacturers are also developing brake materials which create far fewer of the harmful particles.
However, driving style can dramatically affect how much brake dust is created. Drivers who rush to
the next set of lights and then stand on the brakes at the last second not only produce far more
pollution from the exhaust, they are spraying large quantities of harmful brake dust into the air.
A driver who looks well ahead, releases the accelerator early to let the car slow down and only
brakes from a low speed for the last few yards before a junction will produce very little brake
dust. Recognise that style? Of course you do, it’s taught in our advanced courses!
Driving the IAM RoadSmart way not only reduces casualties from crashes, it is also a very effective
way of tackling the high number of deaths caused by pollution in our towns and cities.
Ed comment: Remember that all electric cars lioke BMW i3, latest Nissan LEAF and other have regenerative
breaking that avoids the need to friction breaking under careful driving conditions.

By Tim Shallcross, IAM RoadSmart's head of technical policy and advice

Don’t let your commute leave you feel deflated
Now that half term is over, the chaos of the commute to work has resumed for some drivers. However,
it doesn’t have to be a hectic journey. IAM RoadSmart’s head of driving and riding standards, Richard
Gladman, has put together five tips which can help you have a smooth, stress-free commute to and
from work.
•

•

•

Check your route. The majority of people travel to work at the same time so it’s always a good
idea to plan your journey. Take a look at the route you’re taking to see if there are any incidents
or roadworks that can cause delay. If there are, can you take another way to work?
Keep an eye on the road. Driving on a busy road can be intense. One minute you’re driving
smoothly and the next you’re having to stop and start. It’s crucial that you’re always on the ball
and stay alert throughout your journey.
Watch out for other road users. This links to keeping your eye on the road. Make sure you
regularly check your mirrors for any motorcycles or cyclists that are passing or filtering. Busy
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•

•

roads can also mean your vision is limited so be sure to look out for any pedestrians crossing the
road.
Check your car on a weekly basis. Commuting to work on a daily basis can take its toll on your
car. That’s why you need to give it the care it needs. Make sure you check your oil and fluid
levels as well as lights, tyre pressure and condition every week.
What’s the weather going to be like? Checking the weather beforehand can give you an idea of
when to leave. Not only this, it can prepare you for your journey so you don’t feel anxious about
getting to work on time

Richard says: “Our daily commute can become the time we pay the least attention to our driving - don’t
let yourself become complacent. Plan it as if it was a new adventure each day and try to keep your
concentration levels up. If you can vary the route it may keep you interested and the change of scenery
may be enjoyable. If you can stagger your start time you may be able to avoid the worst of the traffic.”
Richard Gladman – IAM RoadSmart

Autonomous Lorries
Vehicle
autonomy
levels
SAE
International,
the
engineering
standards body, defines six levels of
vehicle autonomy. These are used to
evaluate
the
technological
sophistication
of
any
driving
automation system, based on the
amount of human interaction required.
Level 0: Effectively a standard vehicle
that can issue warnings to the driver
but has no control.
Level 1: Fairly commonplace technologies such as Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC), Parking Assistance
with automated steering, and Lane Keeping Assistance (LKA) Type II. The driver must be ready to
take control at any point.
Level 2: The driver must keep track of objects and events, in case the automated system fails to
respond properly. However, the car can accelerate, brake and steer by itself.
Level 3: The car is capable of monitoring its surroundings and within relatively predictable contexts,
such as motorway driving, the driver safely so other things – although must still be ready to take
back control if needed.
Level 4: The vehicle can drive by itself in all but the most unpredictable environments. The driver
does not normally need to pay attention once the autonomous system is activated.
Level 5: No human intervention is required, other than setting the destination. The vehicle is capable
of driving safely by itself and making appropriate decisions.

Level 6 (Ed suggestion): A vehicle controlled by an “IAM Advanced Driver”.
Source: SAE International
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Fleets of "driverless" lorries which accelerate and brake at the same time will be trialled on
Britain's motorways for the first time next year, ministers have announced.
Up to three lorries will travel in automated
convoys which will be controlled by a
driver in the lead vehicle in a bid to cut
congestion and emissions. (Image of semiautomated trucks travelling from Sweden to
Belgium CREDIT: AFP)

It said that the lorries will drive closely
together with the front vehicle pushing air
out of the way, making the other vehicles
more efficient and lowering their
emissions.

GAM Chief Observer asks WHY ????
Why?
As advanced drivers we all know IPSGA and put it into practice
routinely.
We know that we constantly take, use and give information.
We know that we position for safety, then stability and finally view.
We know that we adjust our speed so is it appropriate for the
hazard ahead.
We know that we change gear to match our speed.
We know that we accelerate though the hazard, gently at first, then
building speed.

But why do we teach this?
I ask this question to Associates whenever I take them out and it seems to throw them a little. They
have studiously learned the IPSGA acronym and can unpack it when called upon to do so, but why
is a test of understanding rather than knowledge and consequently is a little harder. If I’m lucky I
may hear something along the lines of:
“a systematic approach to any hazard”
But this is just recalling the first sentence of significance within the Associate course logbook; I want
to hear more…
Where the rubber meets the road
I believe that tyres are the most important component of a car. Regardless of the car’s safety aids,
each tyre has a limited grip, and this will eventually run out resulting in some form of skid.
A tyre’s grip is used rotationally when accelerating or decelerating and laterally when cornering. The
concept of tyre grip trade-off tells us that as we use rotational grip, less is lateral grip is available
and vice versa.
What we put into practice during the speed and acceleration phases of IPSGA ensures that
we initially use rotational grip through deceleration, then go on to use lateral grip while cornering,
and back to rotational grip through final acceleration. Correct use of IPSGA ensures that we are
using either rotational grip or lateral grip at any time but not both together.
Balance
A moving car is most stable when travelling in a straight line, with power to driven wheels, but
neither accelerating or decelerating; this describes a perfectly balanced car, with the weight evenly
distributed across all four wheels.
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When we corner, the car’s weight transfers to the outside of the corner and works those tyres
harder. When we accelerate, car’s weight is transferred to the rear and when we brake, weight is
at the front.
If we are both cornering and braking, then the car’s weight shifts to the outside front wheel
and therefore works that tyre harder (and recall the issues of tyre grip trade-off).
Finally, by ensuring we change gear prior to cornering we can maintain constant power to
the driven wheels; interrupting this with a gear change can unsettle the car’s balance.
Again, by using the separate phases of IPSGA, we ensure that we keep the car as balanced as
possible while negotiating hazards.
Until next time…

David Mesquita-Morris
GAM Chief Observer

How would you choose your next car ?
I was on a 12 hour flight to Asia recently, and found myself next to a Canadian lady, resident
in Japan (mostly), and with operational responsibility for a firm that manufactures vehicle
powertrains…….after the niceties, her view was that the electric and hybrid vehicle was going to
radically change the cars we drive and even more significantly affect the car industry in particular –
simpler cars, fewer jobs, less energy consumed in manufacture and operation.
So, I thought I would do some research, and put myself in a position as if I was looking for
a car for the next 5 years. First I considered the technical options available and their technical
advantages/disadvantages, then I considered the essential attributes sought/needed, and finally
compared products. In previous editions of the GAM Newsletter we have reviewed a couple of EVs,
a Hybrid, and a PHEV.
My research:
Basic functional options:
§ Pure Internal combustion energy (ICE) – autogas, petrol or diesel.
o Only fossil fuel required.
o Manual transmission.
o Automatic (Conventional, DSG, CVT).
§ Hybrid - ICE with gearbox, and small battery operating in parallel – as per Toyota/Lexus,
Hyundai ICONIQ, and several others.
o Only fossil fuel required.
o Always automatic (DSG or CVT).
o Very short electric only operation possible.
§ Plug-in-Hybrid (PHEV) - ICE with gearbox, and larger battery operating in parallel – as per
Toyota/Lexus, Hyundai ICONIQ, and several others.
o Fossil fuel and access to electrical charging.
o Can be used fossil fuel only if no access to charging.
o Always automatic (DSG or CVT).
o 20-50 miles electric only operation possible if batteries are pre-charged (intention is
to allow pure electrical operation for short trips and ‘in-town’ driving.
§ Pure electric vehicle (EV).
o Only electrical charging.
o Requires access to charging periodically.
o Range between charges varies with battery capacity. 60 to 250 miles depending of
vehicle selected.
§ EV + Range Extender (EV+REx) – only drive train is the battery and electric motor.
Constant speed ICE used to charge the EV battery – as per BMW i3REX Range Extender.
Nissan Micra expected soon.
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Techncial research:
I found a really good article called “The future for gas guzzlers lies in hybridization” by
Schalk Cloete written in September 2017. Reference energypost.eu/15743-2/. I have taken some diagrams
from this to illustrate some important principles.

The ICE
internal combustion engine
functions best under constant load. If we could
configure an ICE to constantly work near its optimal
operating point, thermal efficiency (and lower
emissions) and life increase significantly,
complexity and costs reduce. On the other hand,
electric traction is great for variable loads,
efficiency (conversion of electrical energy to power)
is high, energy recovery from regenerative braking,
and most importantly for vehicle traction (cars and
trains) maximum torque is available at low motor
rpm and power output.
It is useful now to understand the work a
drive-train needs to deliver for various aspects of
our driving. A Toyota Prius size and weight of car is
used in these illustrations. At a constant speed on
the level, it is interesting to see how little power is
required for a modern slippery (low CD vehicle).
The example of 30 hp at 80 mph from the graph
struck me as significant. A modern ICE might only
be doing 2000-2500 rpm. The same power-train
needs to provide for acceleration of course. A high
performance 0-60 mph in 5 seconds say, needs in
excess of 250 hp (for a short period of time). Of
course we may not need or want this level of
performance. Finally of course we need to be able
to go up inclines effectively without causing delay to
fellow road users. The third graph illustrates power
requirements for hill-climbing. You will see that
quite significant power is required for this, and this is usually has a major impact on the power-train
engineering.
Next I looked at the development of
technologies. Apparently, one holy grail of auto
engineers is to achieve 50% thermal efficiency
of power units. Hybridization is already being
used to increase performance in motor racing
cars, the pinnacle of which is Mercedes’ 50%
efficient F1 engine (see YouTube “The most
powerful Mercedes F1 engine ever made”). To
me this development is amazing and shows how
motor sport should improve the breed. It’s just
a pity F1 is plagued by ludicrous aerodynamics
regulations that whilst very impressive,
effectively disable slip-streaming and prevent
close racing. Clearly battery energy density
continues to increase almost as fast as cell-phone technology. The 2017 BMW i3 had 50% more
battery capacity than its earlier model in the same size and weight of battery tray. Finally I looked
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at reliability of current hybrids. Top of the list comes the Toyota Prius, probably because there are
so many out there. How many times have you been in a 5 year old 150k mile plus Prius UBER taxi
in and around Guildford? DC electric motors are now very efficient and generally called brushless
DC electric motors. They are also known as electronically commutated motors (ECMs, EC motors),
or synchronous DC motors, and are synchronous motors powered by DC electricity via an inverter
or switching power supply which produces an AC electric current to drive each phase of the motor
via a closed loop controller. The controller provides pulses of current to the motor windings that
control the speed and torque of the motor. Clever stuff!
Performance attributes sought:
I then sat down to consider the performance attributes we (I) might want in our desired
vehicle, and relate these to the efficiency, power and torque attributes of a selected power train.
I’m not going to try to address load carrying capacity, accommodation of the vehicle, or mechanism
of funding the purchase. Also I won’t take into account the CO2 generated at the power station for
electricity grid charged vehicles. This was addressed in the last GAM Newsletter.
Ø Energy availability:
o Have convenient access to battery charging.
o Don’t have access to convenient battery charging.
Ø Journey characteristics:
o Mostly long.
o Mostly short with some long.
o All short.
Ø Lowest running cost and greatest energy efficiency overall.
Ø High sustained top speed.
Ø General high performance – Acceleration, top speed, handling, and energy efficiency.
Ø Ultimate high performance - Acceleration, top speed, and handling.
Making the choice:
I quickly came to the conclusion that we’re in the middle of a period of extensive development
when the following will most likely occur:
Ø For most of us energy efficiency and emissions will be important (moral, cost, law).
Ø Battery energy density will continue to develop fast, as will ability to more rapidly charge
and discharge efficiently.
Ø Electric motors are best for acceleration and hill-climbing, and ICEs best for steady state
energy source.
Ø I can’t see hydrogen fuel cells being available to mass market any time soon, and
methanol fuel cells aren’t sufficiently efficient to be practical yet.
Therefore a decision matrix might help – see below (you might find you have some alternative
views):
Future trends
First, the hybrid configuration with a large
electric motor and small ICE will be more fun to
drive than a pure ICE car. Currently, the hybrid
image is still linked to the old Toyota Prius, which
was very sluggish to drive. According to the vast
majority of professional reviews, and your editor’s
experience, this stigma is already being altered by
the new Prius and the Hyundai Ioniq. Future
models will certainly continue this positive trend.
As a result, people will start to buy efficient cars,
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not as a reluctant compromise to help the environment, but simply because they are both cheaper
and better to drive.
Secondly, the moderately sized battery pack (~5 kWh) in a likely future hybrid configuration
described above can also be charged from a regular plug overnight. Even though, on average, fuel
costs for gasoline and electricity will not differ much for such an efficient hybrid vehicle, adding a
plug provides fuel flexibility in the case of high oil prices. Even just a moderate number of such flexfuel vehicles can provide enough demand elasticity to prevent fuel price spikes. For example, if oil
prices start to rise outside of the normal range, everyone with these vehicles can instantly start
displacing some of their petrol/diesel consumption with electricity, thus reducing demand for oil and
lowering the price.
Decision matrix:
ICE only
Lowest capital
X
cost
Convenient
source of
charging
required
No convenient
charging
available
Mostly short
journeys
Mostly short
occasional long
journeys
Long & Short
Minimum point
of use
emissions
(urban)
Ultimate
performance

Hybrid

X

X

X

X

PHEV

EV

EV + REx

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X – certain
models e.g.
Tesla

Gordon Farquharson

Article compiled by the GAM Newsletter Editor

GAM - IAM RoadSmart ‘Masters’ Roll of Honour’

Peter Laub
Howard Quinnell
Dmitri Savin
John Holcroft
Phil Headen

2013
2013
2016
2016 Distinction
2016 Distinction

Ben Bridge
Graham Ranshaw
David McCarthy
Mike Hughes
David Mesquita-Morris
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Distinction
Distinction
Distinction
Distinction
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GAM - IAM RoadSmart ‘Fellows’ Roll of Honour’

Craig Featherstone
Paul Woozley
Geoffrey Knight
Mark Duncan

David Mesquita-Morris
Ben Bridge
Celia Dunphy
Alan Powley

New GAM Associates & Test Passes
Welcome to all our new Associates. We have many new members to welcome,
including those from PAM (Portsmouth Advanced Motorists). See Chairman Graham
Ranshaw’s welcome at the start of the Newsletter. In respect of the new GDPR
regulations, we will no longer publish names without permission. When permitted, we
publish test passes on our website.
For those who have passed the Advanced Driving test, congratulations; keep up the skills
you have demonstrated. Have you thought about the next stage - Masters, Fellow?

GAM Scorecard

We thought you might be interested to see how GAM is doing in comparison with other groups. We
receive periodic scorecards like the one below:

Some explanation is appropriate. The following key points in this data are significant, and indicate
how well we are doing:
•
•
•
•
•
•

26 observers registered with IMI.
87 new Associates over the last 12 months ~ nearly double the region average.
88% pass rate - 29 passed plus 9 with a F1rst in the last 12 months.
We process new Associates in a couple of days ~ region average is one month.
We had 42 test ready candidates in the last 12 months ~ nearly double the region average.
On average we take about 9 months to get associates ready for test ~ average for the region.
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GAM MEMBER INFORMATION
IMPORTANT GAM DIARY DATES

Look out for events in 2018 & 2019 – See the the GAM Facebook page.
AGM 2018 Saturday 29th September 2018
Observed Sunday Runs for 2018 & 2019
2018: September 16th; October 21st; November 18th; 16th December.
2019: January 20th; February 17th; March 17th; April 14th; May 19th; June 20th; July 21st; August 18th;
September 15th; October 20th; November 17th; December 15th.
Observer Meetings 2018 Starting at 1930 hrs, venues to be advised.
These meetings will provide an important opportunity to get information and guidance, and
importantly share experience and best practice with GAM peers.
Look out for venue and timing details! Apologies to David Mesquita-Morris please.
2018 dates: 4th October; 6th December.
2019 dates: 7th February; 4th April; 6th June; 1st August; 3rd October; 5th December.
Committee Meetings 2018/19 (First Thursday of Odd months)
Location to be confirmed, 8pm - 10pm.
2018: 5th September; 7th November.
2019: 3rd January; 7th March; 2nd May; 4th July; 5th September; 7th November.
AGM 2019 Saturday 28th September.

Management Team – including Officers and Committee Members
PRESIDENT
CHAIRMAN

Alan Bone
Graham Ranshaw

chairman@guildford-iam.org.uk

VICE CHAIRMAN

David Mesquita-Morris

Vice.chairman@guildford-iam.org.uk

SECRETARY

Paul Whitehead

TREASURER

Michael Tilney

sec@guildford-iam.org.uk
07860 600477
treasurer@guildford-iam.org.uk

ASSOCIATE
CO-ORDINATOR
CHIEF OBSERVER,
TRAINING
David Mesquita-Morris
& Non-Sunday Run
Co-ordinator
MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY Neil Fuller

associates@guildford-iam.org.uk

NEWSLETTER & Website
EDITOR

Gordon Farquharson

editor@guildford-iam.org.uk
07785 265 909

EVENTS
CO-ORDINATOR

Gearóid Conneely

events@guildford-iam.org.uk
07785 265 909

LOCAL OBSERVER
ASSESSOR

John Panting

07999 338616

OPERATIONS MANAGER

Jacqui Mesquita-Morris

07706 930 315
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Observed Runs
SUNDAY Observed Runs: These are our main training runs. They will normally be conducted on the
3rd Sunday of each month at 9.15am and 10.30am – refresher/taster drives at 11:45 am……….See
the remaining 2018 dates and the 2019 dates on page 21.
Location for SUNDAY Observed Runs:
Guildford Borough Council Woking Road Depot, Guildford, GU1 1QE (see map on back page).
Front desk manager - Telephone contact number 07706 930 315.
ALTERNATIVE NON-Sunday Observed Runs: We can also offer some limited alternative observed
runs on other days subject to availability of observers. These maybe helpful if you need additional
support or are unable to attend a regular series of Sunday runs. Meeting arrangements will be
handled by your Observer. Make sure you have his/her contact details. Contact our Chief Observer.

Appointments for Observed runs - contact the Associate Co-ordinator:
e-mail associates@guildford-iam.org.uk .

Can’t make your Observed run appointment? We try to match the number of available Observers
(all volunteers) with the number of booked Associates, but sometimes we realise things can go wrong. If
you cannot attend your booked appointment please let us know. E-mail the Associate Co-ordinator at any
time, or on the morning of your appointment please call Jacqui Mesquita-Morris on the front desk 07706 930
315.

About the IAM RoadSmart – Advanced Driver Course
Course overview:

Do you want to join a driving elite and be one of the most skilled drivers on Britain’s roads?
So what can you expect from our advanced driver course? Sign up and you’ll receive a
welcome pack and course manual, followed by an introduction to your nearest local IAM RoadSmart
group of volunteers. Our skilled experts, all Institute of the Motor Industry (IMI) qualified, will take
you through a number of observed drives in your own car.
Each session with your Observer lasts about 90 minutes, and you’ll focus on specific skills to
develop across a wide range of competencies, where you’ll need to demonstrate your newly acquired
advanced driving skills such as, ‘the system of car control’, observation, optimum road positioning,
ability to deal with unpredictable roads and other road users’ behaviour. When you’re ready, you’ll
be recommended take the advanced driving test or be assessed by GAM.
As well as gaining recognition for your skills, once you’re qualified you’ll become a full IAM
member and you may receive insurance benefits as a result. You’ll also feel more confident and
safer on the road and if you drive for a living an Advanced Driver qualification can add Brownie
points to your CV.

IAM RoadSmart - Advanced Driver Course - £149

The course is purchased directly from IAM RoadSmart via their website. Once
purchased, IAM RoadSmart inform us (GAM), and you are added to our Associate
Membership. We then contact you and let you know when to start. A part of the
fee is transferred to GAM in recognition of our role as an approved provider.
https://www.iamroadsmart.com/courses/advanced-driver-courseEntitles the Associate to Observed Runs in their own vehicle during the
12 months following the date of their first appointment, and includes:
• the cost of the IAM Advanced Test
• the first year's membership of the Institute from the date of the first run
• copy of 'Advanced Driving' course manual
• copy of the Highway Code
• Associate membership of the Guildford Group
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CONTACT
@IAMgroup
facebook.com/guildfordiam

Our Website: www.guildford-iam.org.uk
(website devised and managed by Guildford Advanced Motorists (GAM).

Location for our GAM Sunday runs:

Guildford Borough Council Woking Road Depot, Guildford, GU1 1QE

In our next edition of the GAM Newsletter, we can look forward to the
following:
•
•
•
•

Membership update.
Member’s correspondence
News from IAM RoadSmart.
Advanced Driving in a pre-war car
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